Backwell School Remote Learning Provision
The aims for our remote learning provision are in line with those set out by the Lighthouse
Schools Partnership:
Easily accessible


All students have access to appropriate hardware and have received training in how
to access online learning provision such as Frog and Microsoft Teams.



All staff are trained in how to confidently, effectively and safely deliver remote
learning.



Parents have access to on line tutorials in how to support their child’s remote
learning.

Harder to stop


The planned curriculum in each subject studied by students continues in the event of
individual, class or whole school closure.



Students follow their existing timetable, giving them a familiar structure which will
support them to be on task and limit distractions within the home.



All teaching sequences have high quality teacher input and explanations with
opportunities for students to apply learning.



Learning is assessed through submitted work and feedback is given.

Easier to restart


Because our remote learning provision follows the same sequence of lessons as the
curriculum in school it provides continuity so that no individual or group is left
behind when they return to the classroom.



When returning to the classroom teachers will understand the progress made by
their pupils. Misconceptions and difficulties will have been quickly identified and
addressed to ensure no barriers exist to their future learning.



The regular opportunities for assessment and feedback enables both teachers and
students to have a clear understanding of their current learning.

How will Remote Learning Work?
Students self-isolating

School response for students
in Years 7 - 11

School response for students
in the sixth form

A Whole class or year
group off for a defined
period of time

Live learning will immediately resume (the next school day
after being informed).
Students will be taught in their usual classes via Microsoft
Teams.
Students follow their usual time table.

B Some students in
the class off for a
defined period of time

Remote learning will
immediately resume (the next
whole school day after being
informed).*

Blended lessons will
immediately resume (the
next school day after being
informed).

C Some students in
the class off for an
undefined period of
time

Resources and tasks will be
available on Frog for each
subject according to the
student’s time table.

Those who are at home will
follow the lesson on
Microsoft Teams and those in
school will participate in the
classroom.
Students will follow their
usual time table.

* For example, if the school is contacted at 1.00 pm on a Monday, remote learning will be in
place for the time tabled lessons on Wednesday

